Summer 1 Week 2
Week beginning – 03.05.21

We were winners!!!
Lots of our parents voted for Sutton Road to win the sunflowers
kindly on offer from Dunelm. Thank you for your support 😊
We have collected our prize and are really looking forward to
planting our seeds.

Nursery:
Foundation (F2): F2KE Fern and Deimians F2CA Eleanor and Fletcher F2LC Reggie and Sofija
Year 1: 1AS Lucy and Mateuss, 1LS Kevin and Mia 1MB Sydni and Ethan
Year 2: 2SB Ben and Sophie 2EB Taylor and Zachary 2JW Kenzee and Cayden
Year 3: 3MS Sienna D and Olly 3HB Tommy and Earnest 3AD Oliver and Sara
Year 4: 4EP Gabriella and Hope 4AB Malachi and Daniel 4AR Kylan and Sienna
Year 5: 5LB Nyima and Myanie 5HM Lacy and Charlotte
Year 6: 6EB Grzegorz and Adeesha, 6JS Danny and Cara

Nursery have been making the most of the sunshine
and doing some ‘Write Dance’ outside! We love singing
songs and making marks with the chalk to help our
hands get stronger ready for writing!

In Year 3, as part of

a whole school art
activity, we have
been drawing and
painting daffodils.
Each class has had
a real bunch of
daffodils to copy. It
was quite tricky but
we did have some
good results.

This week 1AS and 1MB have been working with Mr Kemp to produce some art
work in the style of Monet but don’t worry 1LS it will be your turn next week.
We looked at some of Monet’s artwork and learnt that he painted lots of pictures
of flowers and that he especially like to paint the same part of his garden but at
different times of the year. We learnt that Monet often dabbed the paint onto the
canvas instead using the paintbrush to make strokes. We looked at a video of
Monet’s garden and looked closely at the painting A pathway in Monet’s Garden.
We looked at the colours in the painting and learnt which were the primary colours
and how we could mix them to create other colours and how adding black or
white could make our colour darker or lighter.
Mr Kemp showed us how we could use a paintbrush to dab the paint to create our
own pictures just like Monet’s painting A Pathway in Monet’s Garden. Here are
some of the pictures we enjoyed creating.

“This week year 5 have started their DARE programme. The
children worked with Mr Gurney they discussed what they
will be doing every week in DARE and started working in
their workbooks. The year 5 children will have a weekly
session with him and a graduation ceremony at the end of
July.”
Some quotes from the children:
“DARE has already given me advice for when your older.”
Max Reeve.
“I know what the effects of alcohol can be and I will use
this information to help me in the future.” Harvey.
“We have learnt new things already such as laws.”
Katlynne.

Look out - Headlice are about..

Please
remember to
wear a face
covering when
collecting/
dropping off
your child.

Whole School attendance:

96.74%

Winning Classes:1LS, 1MB
and 4AR joint with 100%.

Please can you talk to your child about the two pictures?
Can they talk about what they can see?
When do they think each picture takes place?
Encourage your child to use the language of day and
night.
Can they tell you some of the things they do during the
day?
What do they do when it is night?

Nursery (Miss Scales)
F2KE (Mrs Evans)
F2LC (Miss Carey)
F2CA (Miss Airton)
1MB (Mrs Baillie)
1AS (Mrs Smith)
1LS (Mrs Stewart)
2SB (Mrs Bacon)
2EB (Miss Baker)
2JW (Mr Wakeland)
3HB (Mrs Baines)
3MS (Miss Smith)
3AD (Miss Pickford)
4AR (Mr Rathe)
4EP (Miss Plume)
4AB (Miss Bunting)
5LB (Miss Ballard)
5HM (Mrs Mitchell)
6EB (Mrs Blakeley)
6JS (Mrs Skevington)

Here is
this
week's
Sign of
the Week.
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Monday 3rd May 2021 - Bank Holiday – school closed
Monday 24th May 2021 - Class photos
w/c Monday 31st May 2021 - Half Term holidays
Monday 7th June 2021 – Summer 2 Term begins
Thursday 29th July 2021 – summer holidays begin

